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HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL
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Hope sat on the floor in the corner, her chin resting on her knees, her lovely legs exposed
under her short dress. But she was sad. Once again her brothers were arguing noisily taking
away any chance of sleep and even worse stopping the thought of planning an escape from
this incarceration. Anger was furious, as always. Disease looked sick, but better than Death
whose pale face contrasted with his black cloak. Despair was whinging endlessly whilst
Famine was crawling around the floor looking for crumbs. Hatred and Jealousy were
exchanging blows. It was nothing new.
All her life she'd put up with them, and given she was immortal that was one hell of a long
time. Now Zeus had rounded them up, shoved them in a box, and sent them down to Earth
to be protected by Pandora, the first woman. Hope wanted out of there, back to Olympus
where the arguments were tolerable during the hedonistic orgies Gods staged.
Then she heard Infidelity whispering to the mortal through the tiny crack that ran around
this, their small world. "Oh beautiful, I'm here for you" he sighed. 11 Let me transport you to
heaven as you let me wrap you in my loving arms. Where have you been all my life you
gorgeous woman?" She had heard it all before as he had spent his time bedding all the
Nymphs he could find. Most of the Shepherds too as he really didn't care who he shafted!
But, as always, it worked. His twin Temptation assisted and the box lid opened.
Pandemonium followed. Every one of these spiteful sprites flew up, forced the lid wide then,
hissing and spitting, flailed at the hapless human looking confusedly down as she realised
what she'd done. Hope had no time to move before Pandora slammed the lid shut so found
herself alone. Bad as the bedlam of the box had been, an eternal solitary confinement was
unthinkable. She had to escape and of course she had the gift to give the world that was her
function. Where her family brought pain, she gave Hope.
So she pleaded. "Let me free too. I can restore goodness to your lives." "No way" came the
harsh response, but Hope could beg with the best of them. "My dear Pandora" she
wheedled "I am your only hope. If you do you'll be remembered for ever, your name
synonymous with providing my gift for your fellow humans. And above all", and this was her
trump card "how could it be made worse? You have just blown humanity's idyllic existence
so it's got to be better with me out there."
Pandora had sealed the surround of the box with transparent single-use plastic, created by
Hope's brother Environmental-destruction, and was now peering in. Hope switched on her
magnificent lighting display, donned her stunning smile and shimmered. Pandora was
seduced. Hope was released into the world promising to undo the harm the rest of her kin
were waging. She kissed Pandora and disappeared leaving a trail of moonlight in her wake.
Pandora felt relieved; released from guilt.

